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Employees, at all levels, are the lifeblood of
any organization. They execute the strategy
decisions critical to future success, they
manage their subordinate cohorts, and

they perform the services and make the goods that
keep businesses alive. 

Identifying those individuals who will contribute
positively to business objectives is a key responsibility
of the hiring employer. To this end, the interview
with the employee candidate oftentimes is the first
significant involvement with the potential employee.
Thus, smart and legal interviewing is absolutely
vital to an employing organization.

Smart interviewing
The interview and selection process for employers

can be intimidating because there are many legal
do’s and don’ts. To ensure a diverse workforce and
to comply with state and federal anti-discrimination
laws, an employer must avoid certain questions
during the interview. In most situations, errors are
not made because an employer has intentions to
discriminate against its applicants; instead, errors are
usually made because the employer may innocently
ask questions that are inappropriate. 

Below are key principles to follow to avoid these innocent
but yet costly mistakes. 

Ask the same questions
An interview is often a conversation, and conversations

with different applicants cover topics in different ways. However,
it is important to ask aallll applicants the ssaammee questions. Following
this protocol will help ensure that you do not inadvertently
obtain information from one applicant that you do not obtain
from all applicants. 

Employers should prepare a list of appropriate questions
for interviews and share this list with the management and
staff that will be responsible for the interviews. Not only will
uniform questions help protect the company, they will also
keep the interviewer organized by ensuring that he or she asks

questions that relate to the essential functions of the
job and control the pace of the interview.

Avoid illegal questions 
Smart interviewing necessarily includes “legal”

interviewing. Improper or illegal questions during the
interview may temper qualified candidates’ enthusiasm
for the organization, but such questions also may lead
to costly lawsuits and, ultimately, damage awards against
the organization. For example, in EEOC v. Community
Coffee Company, Inc., a jury concluded the company
unlawfully asked a job applicant about her disabilities –
facial disfigurement, visual and hearing impairments –
during the job interview. The jury awarded the applicant
$15,000 in compensatory damages, notwithstanding
the fact that the company hired the applicant!

The laws governing what can and what cannot be
asked of candidates are many. By way of example, laws
such as Title VII and the ADA place the following
interview areas or questions in an unfavorable light:
• What prescription drugs are you currently taking?
• Are you (or your parents or spouse) naturalized or

native-born citizens?
• Have you ever been arrested?

• Does your religion prevent you from working weekends or
holidays?

• Questions as to the applicant’s height or weight
• Are you a member of any union?
• Inquiry into future childbearing plans
• State your date of birth

Testing techniques
Legal interviewing does not stop at the door of asking

good questions. The human resource area is constantly
changing. As a result of this change, testing techniques continue
to appear on the human resource radar screen. For instance,
the Seventh Circuit recently examined a case involving an
employer’s use of the Minnesota Multi-Phasic Personality
Inventory (or commonly “MMPI”). 

In Karraker v. Rent-A-Center, Inc., the employer asked
502 questions from the MMPI, which considers where an
applicant falls on scales measuring traits such as depression,
hypochondriasis, hysteria, paranoia and mania. The plaintiffs
brought suit, claiming the employer’s use of the MMPI as part
of its testing program violated the ADA. The district court held
that the MMPI test did not violate the ADA because it was
used solely for purposes of discerning personality traits. The
Seventh Circuit reversed the district court’s decision, holding
that the MMPI test did violate the ADA because the test was
designed in part to reveal mental illness. Also, because the test
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had the likely effect of excluding employees with mental
disorders from promotions, it was the type of test that the
ADA meant to prohibit.

Simply stated, quality interviewing adds to the bottom
line. It helps businesses avoid costly legal mistakes, it allows
organizations to attract and select the candidates who will
drive the business toward its goals and objectives, and it
impacts the organization’s ability to avoid costly turnover.

Given the importance of interviewing, companies must devote
adequate time and resources to the interview function.
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